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IN-GENious!

CHASING MILITARY RECORDS
by RON DARRAH

These United States of America
minute detail by historians, both professional
started with a shooting war, and there has not and amateur.
been a day since that we have not had a miliThese two features can simplify military force defending this nation.
tary research for genealogists, so
This military force was and
remember the pattern and
is comprised of our fellow citidon’t try to reinvent the wheel.
zens—almost all American soldiers
have been amateurs like you and
FEDERAL VS. LOCAL
me—and, even if you personally or
RECORDS
your immediate family does not
Starting with the Amerihave military members, a significan Revolution and continuing
cant portion of our national popuinto the Iraq war, our military
lation has served in uniform.
was composed of both a naThese citizen-soldiers gentional/federal and a local/state
erated huge quantities of records
component. In 1776 this was
about themselves and their famithe Continental Line and the
lies; you overlook them at your
militia; in 1862 it was the Reguperil!
lar Army and the Volunteer
Fortunately, even for a reRegiments; today it’s the Regusearcher unfamiliar with military
lar Army and the National
ways, American military organizaGuard.
Much of what we know
tion and structure has changed
The federal military reof my great-uncle Paul
remarkably little over the last 230+ comes from his WWI
cords for the most part are in
years of our republic. To genealo- records
the National Archives in Washgists this means that, if you can
ington, D.C.; the militia/
research one group in one war, you have the Volunteer/National Guard records are
basic tools to research all groups in all wars.
mainly in the specific state archives, state liThe other thing to keep in mind is
braries, and/or state historical societies. It is
that there has always been a deep and abiding important that genealogists not overlook eiinterest in all things military throughout our ther option—do a complete search.
national existence. Every war, every battle,
Another mistake many researchers
every skirmish, no matter now small, has been make is to ignore the “little” wars, all of which
researched, examined, and written about in
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Pennsylvania Militia Cards like this one are online at the
Pennsylvania State Archives website
included our ancestors. Remember the Barbary War? The War of 1812 and the Mexican
War? The Indian Wars and the SpanishAmerican War? Tons of records exist on these
soldiers, and some of your folks might be in
them!
Pension records are a consistent feature of military service—the earliest pensions
in America are to veterans. This means, in
addition to researching the military record
piece, you also have to research the pension
piece. Starting with the Revolution, pensions
were primarily a Federal jurisdiction; few
states granted pensions. It follows that nearly
all pension records are in the National Archives, and most are accessible to genealogists—for an Uncle Sam-sized fee, of course.
The only state-level equivalent to fed-

eral pension payments is the bounty land program that we had early in our national life.
States had little cash but did have large
amounts of unassigned land, so they cut the
land into small parcels and gave it to veterans
in compensation. Once all the land was
taken, these programs were phased out.
A third, and highly unique, feature
related to military service is the follow-on organizations, both social and genealogical. Veterans usually banded together in organizations after their service, for social reasons
(such as revisiting shared memories), or for
economic and political reasons (such as lobbying for benefits or for sharing support efforts).
These organizations created records
that often survive and which are of great value
to family historians. Some of these groups
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CHASING MILITARY RECORDS (continued)

The DAR Lineage Books have thousands of already-proven
lines going back to the Revolution. Could one of them be
yours?
include: the Grand Army of the Republic
(post-Civil War); United Spanish War Veterans and Veterans of Foreign Wars (postSpanish-American War); American Legion
and Disabled American Veterans (post-World
War I).
Most every early war also has a corresponding lineage group in genealogy, i.e.
Daughters/Sons of the American Revolution,
and so on. These organizations have created
massive record groups that researchers should
utilize—don’t reinvent the wheel, remember?

IDENTIFY THE UNIT
Now, let us look at some specifics, and
start with the military records themselves. The
earliest and most important item that genealogists need to identify in these is the military
unit their ancestor belonged to.
In most Army cases this is the Regiment and Company—nearly every military record follows from this. Regiments, which are
normally composed of around 1,000 men, are
numbered (e.g. “23rd Indiana Volunteer Infantry”). Each regiment had ten companies,

which bear letters, such as “A Company.” In
the Revolution, which was less organized,
these units often went by an officer’s name,
such as “Gist’s Regiment” and “Chapman’s
Company.” In modern jargon this is often
spoken phonetically, such as “Easy Company”
for “E Company.”
The Navy equivalent is Ship and Function or Department, such as “USS Indiana”
and “Gunnery”; for the Air Force it might be
Wing and Squadron, i.e. “3rd Bomb Wing”
and “3rd Field Maintenance Squadron.”
Group sizes will vary somewhat.
You really need to find this identification first, especially for men with common
names—there were over 5,000 men named
John Smith in the Union Army!
Some of the basic records generated
are the enlistment forms (all-era military),
muster rolls/cards (up to Civil War), draft
records (Civil War, World War I, and World
War II), and the discharge record (the modern version is Form DD-214). If you are lucky,
you will find other forms and lists. Military
historians have compiled much of the data
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from these records, and a wide variety of it
has been published in books. Look especially
for unit histories—these are treasure troves of
personal data!
Pay attention to the names of the officers. Officers (who were commissioned by
Congress to lead the military) were considered
more important than the enlisted men and
women who are mostly OUR ancestors.
Books and articles are written most often
about the officers, so you should use the officers to follow the track of your ordinary soldier. Haven’t you heard that “Rank has its
privileges”!

This muster card has birth and
descriptive information.

Rank, by the way, is the level of military importance of a person. The military services consider it very important, so, if you
find your soldier’s rank listed as “Sergeant,” it
is another clue to his identity and position
and a good way to tell individuals apart.
Don’t be intimidated by the all the military
jargon; there is a ton of it but the Internet can
provide you with good explanations of it all.
Pension records, which for the most
part are generated after the specific war is
over, have a great advantage—they were filled
out by our ancestors and their families. If anyone should know about these folks, they

This Civil War history has
extensive material on the
unit’s members.
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This page from a pension file tells all about the veteran’s children.

should themselves! [Based on my own moun- sion records; use them!
Back to this “not reinventing the
taineer ancestors, though, this is not an infalwheel” idea: librarians and archivists have
lible rule!]
worked diligently to compile lists of military
The government passed the pension
resources, and these lists are available as free
laws and sometimes printed the forms, but
each veteran had to apply for himself. He (or handouts to you. Ask these professionals how
his friends and relathey can help.
They love
tives) had to prove
his military service,
that sort of
thing.
his financial need,
Many
and his disability.
guides have
The net
result was pages and This is only one of several items included on military been published
on specific wars
pages of vital family handouts created by the Indiana State Archives.
and specific
data, years before this
record groups, so don’t waste time doing your
information was available elsewhere. These
files are in the National Archives, ready for
own. There are endless bibliographic lists already prepared on military records and miliyou to use. The Revolutionary War files are
even online at Heritage Quest. Many printed tary methodology; find the ones you need and
indexes and abstracts have been done on pen- work your way down the page.
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This multi-volume set Roster of Union Soldiers, 1861-65, edited by Janet Hewett,
is an alphabetical listing of every Yankee soldier.
Millions of our ancestors served in
America’s military forces during the last 25+
decades; hundreds of millions of pages of data
exist about them. These pages are an invaluable source of family history for you. Go get
it!

STARKE COUNTY BUSINESSES, 1902
Submitted by PEG BRETTIN
from McCormick’s Guide to Starke County: Or A Past and A Present View of Our Territory by
Chester A. McCormick (self-published, 1902).
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